1 What is the name of the person who helps children cross the road during school hours?
School Crossing Patrol Officer

2 In music, what does "Notation" mean?
Written symbols which represent sounds

3 When you contract your bicep, your tricep does what?
Relaxes

4 On a spreadsheet, all cells are named. In the cell named "B10", the "B" refers to what?
The column where that cell is located

5 What is the only stringed instrument in an orchestra which isn't played with a bow?
Harp

6 What is equivalent to 52 weeks?
One year

7 Of these four "Food; Shelter; Computer; Water;" which is NOT a need?
Computer

8 What is the name of the convention for children's rights?
Convention on the Rights of the Child

9 How do you spell "University"?
UNIVERSITY

10 In design and technology, what joins the levers together in a linkage system?
Pivots

11 In an emergency, which number do we call?
999

12 When out at night what should you wear to be seen by traffic?
Reflective clothing

13 How many gods do Sikhs worship?
One God
14 Spell "Anagram".
ANAGRAM

15 When reading music, which note is found on the first (bottom) line of the bass clef stave?
G

16 What parts of a plant contain chlorophyll and are essential for photosynthesis?
Leaves

17 Adagio, allegro and lento are words which tell a musician what?
What speed to play

18 What type of exercise strengthens our heart?
Aerobic

19 How many miles in 8 km?
5 miles

20 Of these four items "Clock; oven; bicycle; car;" which does NOT use gears to work?
Oven

21 Spell "Unicorn".
UNICORN

22 Which community does a Sikh girl from England and a Sikh girl from India share?
Sikh community

23 What does it mean to "Draw" using a software program?
Using various tools to create objects, such as shapes

24 When playing football which part of your body must not touch the ball?
Hands

25 Which community does a boy from Wales and a boy from China share?
World community

26 What is 8.5cm in mm?
85mm
27 Which community does a girl from Leeds and a boy from London share?
   English community

28 What do we call the bottom number of a fraction?
   Denominator

29 Which symbol in Buddhism is used to represent the Noble Eightfold Path?
   The Dharma Wheel

30 Which community does a girl from France and a girl from Germany share?
   European community

31 What is a database search called?
   A query

32 Which percussion instrument has keys?
   The piano

33 How often should you brush your teeth?
   At least twice per day

34 What are the corners of a shape also known as?
   Vertices

35 What is a need?
   Something people need to survive

36 What is the cost of 15 balloons at 23p each?
   £3.45

37 What time on an analogue clock is 19:40?
   Twenty minutes to 8

38 Spell "Structure".
   STRUCTURE
39 What is an alcoholic?
   Someone who is addicted to alcohol

40 In design and technology, what does a pneumatic system use to make it move?
   Air

41 When playing netball which foot is not allowed to move when you have the ball?
   Landing foot

42 In musical terms, the dynamic for "Grow gradually louder" is what?
   Crescendo

43 When batting in cricket, what should you keep your eye on?
   The ball

44 In which country is the city of Kyoto?
   Japan

45 Which side should you get out of a car?
   The pavement side

46 When we are hurt in an accident, which vehicle takes us to hospital?
   Ambulance

47 What does a Coastguard do?
   Helps people in trouble at sea

48 Which community does a girl from Edinburgh and a boy from Manchester share?
   British community

49 Whose teachings are the foundation of Buddhism?
   Siddhartha Gautama

50 What type of battery can get hot when short-circuited?
   Rechargeable battery
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